QUICKLY GET UP TO SPEED WITH AEROSPIKE

Highlights

Training Credits included with each Aerospike license. All Aerospike licenses include Training Credits providing unlimited training options for your teams. Taking advantage of Aerospike training courses enables you to quickly utilize the full, rich feature set of the Aerospike Database.

Training Experts with deep product knowledge. Our instructors have a deep understanding of the Aerospike Database and have been delivering training classes for years. They excel in helping you understand even the most complex concepts.

A wide variety of Training Options. Aerospike offers an array of different training options designed to meet your specific training requirements. These include: on-site instructor-led training, virtual instructor-led training, and on-demand online training.

About Aerospike

Aerospike is trusted by leading enterprises around the world to help them build and deploy modern data architecture solutions with confidence. The Aerospike enterprise-grade NoSQL database helps companies power mission critical, strategic operational applications that make digital transformation possible. Powered by a patented Hybrid Memory Architecture™ and autonomic cluster management, Aerospike is used by enterprises in the financial services, telecommunications, technology, retail, e-commerce, adtech, and online gaming industries and is well-suited for fraud prevention, digital payments, recommendation engines, real-time bidding and other applications that require extreme uptime, performance and scale. Aerospike customers include Adobe, Airbnb, FlipKart, Kayak, Nielsen, and Snap. The company is headquartered in Mountain View, Calif.
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Overview

Aerospike Academy makes it easy for customers to understand and utilize the complete features of the Aerospike Database and ecosystem. Developed and delivered by a team of Aerospike experts, the Academy will quickly get your Operations and Development teams up and running quickly. Every Aerospike Database license includes a number of Training Credits that provide unlimited access to Virtual and On-Demand training courses, allowing your teams to get started immediately and provides continued access to course materials.

Aerospike Academy Training Options

On-site, Instructor-Led Training

- Delivered by an expert instructor with a deep understanding of the Aerospike Database and solutions for many NoSQL use cases
- Training schedule is set to accommodate your team’s project plan
- Topics are organized to address your specific training requirements
- Training format: lectures with hands-on labs
- Length: customizable

Virtual Instructor-Led Training

- Unlimited training delivered via the Aerospike Academy portal
- Regional courses offered weekly in the Americas, EMEA, and APAC
- Topics include development, operations, and data modeling
- Courses on advanced features: Strong Consistency, All Flash, Quiescing, Fill-Migrations, and more.
- Training format: lecture with hands-on labs
- Course Length: ~4 hours

On-demand Training

- Unlimited video-based training through the Aerospike Academy portal
- Courses available globally based on your schedule
- Courses cover wide range of topics including advanced Aerospike features
- Training format: self-paced lecture
- Course Length: Each course runs ~4 hours in duration and contains lessons with quizzes throughout the course